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marches, were much fatigued, and but few responded to his call ; some
of his men, it is said, believed that he was still with the Emperor, while
others, putting the care of their horses before everything else, refused to
stir. Sa'adat Khan nevertheless pressed impetuously ^ on, although
followed only by 1,000 cavalry and some hundreds of his infantry.1
When Sa'adat Khan and his small force emerged from the Indian lines,
they encountered some Persian patrols who were advancing from the
opposite direction. These Persians immediately feigned flight, in the
hope of luring Sa'adat Khan and his men further'away from their lines.2
The ruse succeeded, for Sa'adat Khan hastened after the retreating foe,
sending urgent appeals to the camp for reinforcements to enable him
(as he imagined) to follow up his success. The Emperor wished to go
in person to Sa'adat Khan's assistance, but the Nizamu'1-Mulk and Khan
Dauran dissuaded him, saying that it would be a mistake to fight that day.3
The Emperor then asked the Nizamu'1-Mulk for his advice, who replied
that, as Khan Dauran was in command of the right wing and therefore
nearest to Sa'adat Khan,, he should go to the assistance of the last-named.4
The Emperor agreed, and Khan Dauran accordingly set out, at the head of
between 8,000 and 9,000 cavalry.8 Ashub, who was at Karnal, asserts
that Khan Dauran's men imagined that the battle would be similar to the
faction fighting in the streets and bazaars of Delhi.6 They were speedily
disillusioned. Nadir, who, as Mirza Mahdi remarks, " had longed for
such a day,"7 donned a coat of mail and a helmet, and put himself at the
head of 1,000 picked Afshar horsemen, in readiness to ride from place to
place and direct the operations.8 When he heard of the advance of Sa'adat
Khan and Khan Dauran, he placed 3,000 of his men in ambush, and sent
out two bodies of jazayirchis, each 500 strong, with orders to draw the
enemy into the trap.9
Hanway states that Nadir, in order to frighten the elephants of the
1 Bayan, fol. 17 (a). Anand Ram (fol. 169 (b)) says tliat Sa'adat Khan " with a headlong
impetuosity misplaced in a commander, flew to the scene of action accompanied by only
the few horsemen who were with i»in, without collecting his artillery or waiting to form his
men in any kind of order."
> Bayan, fol. 17 (a).
«I1nd.t fol. 17 flt>).
*Ibid., fol 18 (a). According to Anand Ram (foL 169 (b) and 170 <a)), Khan Dauran, on
receiving this order, said that the army had not expected to fight that day and that it would
be better to wait till the morrow, when the artillery could be placed in the front. The
Emgeror was displeased at this answer, whereupon Khan Dauran, " who had the good
of his master at heart," mounted his elephant and set out. Ashub tells a different story;
Khan Dauran, he says (Vol. II, p. 179) was very jealous of Sa'adat Khan. When he heard
reports that his rival was successfully engaging the enemy, he thought that his own prestige
would suffer if Sa adat Khan won a striking victory; he therefore decided to advance in
order to take part in the engagement and secure as much of the glory as possible for himself.
1 Baya», fol. 18 (a).	r
• Ashub, VoL II, p. 181.
' TJf., p. 201.   See also Asiatick Researches, Vol. X, p. 543.
' Ftaser (quoting MJrza Zaman's Journal), p. 157.

